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Terms and Conditions 

Transglobal Secure Collaboration Participation, Inc. (TSCP) is a consortium comprising a number of commercial and 
government members (as further specified at http://www.tscp.org) (each a “TSCP Member”). This specification was 
developed and is being released under this open source license by TSCP. 

Use of this specification is subject to the disclaimers and limitations described below. By using this specification, you 
(the user) agree to and accept the following terms and conditions: 

1. This specification may not be modified in any way. In particular, no rights are granted to alter, transform, create 
derivative works from or otherwise modify this specification. Redistribution and use of this specification, without 
modification, is permitted provided that the following conditions are met: 

 Redistributions of this specification must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions, and all 
terms and conditions contained herein. 

 Redistributions in conjunction with any product or service must reproduce the above copyright notice, this 
list of conditions, and all terms and conditions contained herein in the documentation and/or other materials 
provided with the distribution of the product or service. 

 TSCP’s name may not be used to endorse or promote products or services derived from this specification 
without specific prior written permission. 

2. The use of technology described in or implemented in accordance with this specification may be subject to 
regulatory controls under the laws and regulations of various jurisdictions. The user bears sole responsibility for the 
compliance of its products and/or services with any such laws and regulations and for obtaining any and all required 
authorizations, permits, or licenses for its products and/or services as a result of such laws or regulations. 

3. THIS SPECIFICATION IS PROVIDED “AS IS” AND WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND. TSCP 
AND EACH TSCP MEMBER DISCLAIMS ALL EXPRESS, IMPLIED AND STATUTORY WARRANTIES, 
INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF TITLE, 
NONINFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, QUIET ENJOYMENT, ACCURACY, AND FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. NEITHER TSCP NOR ANY TSCP MEMBER WARRANTS (A) THAT THIS 
SPECIFICATION IS COMPLETE OR WITHOUT ERRORS, (B) THE SUITABILITY FOR USE IN ANY 
JURISDICTION OF ANY PRODUCT OR SERVICE WHOSE DESIGN IS BASED IN WHOLE OR IN PART 
ON THIS SPECIFICATION, OR (C) THE SUITABILITY OF ANY PRODUCT OR A SERVICE FOR 
CERTIFICATION UNDER ANY CERTIFICATION PROGRAM OF TSCP OR ANY THIRD PARTY.  

4. IN NO EVENT SHALL TSCP OR ANY TSCP MEMBER BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY 
FOR ANY CLAIM ARISING FROM OR RELATING TO THE USE OF THIS SPECIFICATION, 
INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, A CLAIM THAT SUCH USE INFRINGES A THIRD PARTY’S 
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS OR THAT IT FAILS TO COMPLY WITH APPLICABLE LAWS 
OR REGULATIONS. BY USE OF THIS SPECIFICATION, THE USER WAIVES ANY SUCH CLAIM 
AGAINST TSCP OR ANY TSCP MEMBER RELATING TO THE USE OF THIS SPECIFICATION. IN NO 
EVENT SHALL TSCP OR ANY TSCP MEMBER BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT OR INDIRECT 
DAMAGES OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, PUNITIVE, OR 
OTHER DAMAGES WHATSOEVER ARISING OUT OF OR RELATED TO ANY USER OF THIS 
SPECIFICATION, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. 

5. TSCP reserves the right to modify or amend this specification at any time, with or without notice to the user, and in 
its sole discretion. The user is solely responsible for determining whether this specification has been superseded by a 
later version or a different specification. 

6. These terms and conditions will be interpreted and governed by the laws of the State of Delaware without regard to 
its conflict of laws and rules. Any party asserting any claims related to this specification irrevocably consents to the 
personal jurisdiction of the U.S. District Court for the District of Delaware and to any state court located in such district 
of the State of Delaware and waives any objections to the venue of such court. 
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The Transglobal Secure Collaboration Program (TSCP) is a cooperative forum in which leading Aerospace 
& Defense companies, and key government agencies work together to establish and maintain an open 
standards-based framework that can be used to enable secure collaboration and assured information 
sharing between parties, irrespective of the tools they choose to use. 

To this end, TSCP’s Information and Labeling and Handling (ILH) project is producing specifications that will 
lay the groundwork for commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) solutions to ensure consistent interpretation and 
enforcement of existing policies, regulations, contracts and licenses by instituting Digital Policy 
Management, Information Labeling, and Information Protection. 

This paper documents some requirements related to Information Protection for the purpose of ensuring a 
consistent, and data-centric, Information Protection. 

We would appreciate if you could send your feedback to: 

Julie Sandercock 
TSCP ILH Project Manager 
julie.sandercock@boeing.com 
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Introduction 
TSCP ILH aims to provide organizations with means to protect information in accordance to all applicable 
protection policies, and on all types of applications required for collaboration. One key marketplace gap that 
TSCP ILH has uncovered is the difficulty to ensure the same consistent protection between various types of 
applications (e.g., between Web and non-Web applications, and data store applications), platforms (e.g., 
between applications on different platforms), and usage (e.g., between desktop and mobile environments). 
This challenge needs to be addressed at the platform level; in the absence of consistent solutions available 
at the platform level, software vendors need to provide proprietary workarounds that jeopardize the 
interoperability and consistency of information protection. 

The claims based identity model allows applications to extend Identity and Access Management beyond 
enterprise silos, enabling new scenarios, such as distributed Web applications across domains, and 
applications in the cloud. However, this model cannot currently benefit non-Web applications, such as 
platform-native applications.  
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Business Requirements 
 Consistency of policy enforcement: Applications must ensure consistent policy enforcement in Web-

applications, platform-native applications, and on data stores: 

Sensitive data must be consistently protected independently of applications accessing or brokering this 
data. For example, the same protection must apply whether a piece of data is accessed via a Web-
application, a non-Web application (and on all applications that can access this same type of data), on a 
desktop, or on a mobile device. 

 Multiple attribute sources: Consistent protection must be ensured using attributes from trusted sources, 
combined with a trusted enforcement mechanism. To this end, organizations must be able to leverage 
various attribute sources, such as: 

a. Attributes for remote users delivered via a local Security Token Service (STS). 

b. Attributes for local users delivered via a local STS. 

c. Attributes for local users delivered via a LDAP source. 

d. Attributes for local users delivered via a database. 

e. Attributes for other sources. 

 Security: the same level of security must be provided on the various means of accessing user-
attributes 
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Example of a Platform Specific Scenario 
The example below illustrates the current and target state under the Windows desktop environment. 
Similar examples could be thought of for non-Windows environments, as well as for non-desktop 
devices, such as mobile devices. 

Microsoft Windows Platform 

AS-IS business scenario: 

• A Web-application, built using .Net framework 4.0, performs fine-grained authorization based upon 
the user-attributes it receives from trusted Security Token Services (STS). The same authorization 
scheme can be made consistent between remote and local users by the mean of WS-Federation or 
SAML-based Identify Federation between remote and local realms. 

• A desktop-application, built using .Net framework 4.0 performs fine-grained authorization based 
upon the user-attributes it receives from an LDAP source, such as Active Directory.  

• The user attributes delivered by STS can be consumed by Web-applications, and cannot be 
consumed by desktop-applications; ad-hoc mechanisms have to be put in place in order to ensure 
the same authorization scheme between the Web-application and the desktop-application, for the 
same local users.  

TO-BE business scenario: 

• Web-applications and non-applications can share a same platform-based mechanism for retrieving 
user attributes. 

• Data is protected by the evaluation of the applicable access rules and based upon attributes about 
the data, attributes about the user and environmental attributes. 

• This protection is consistent whether end-users access data from their desktop or from mobile 
devices. 

• Assuming that STSs play a key role in the delivery of the user-attributes, the platform provides 
ways to administer these STSs in such a way that organizations can configure the sourcing, 
transformation and enrichment of user-attributes appropriately for all required access means. 
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